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The Hani are a Tibeto-Burman speaking people, scattered over a 
wide area in Southern China and neighbour ing countries. In China 
proper, the Hani, whose population is reported to be more than a 
mill ion, mainly inhab it a mountainous area si tuated on both banks 
of the Red Ri ver (Honghe) which runs through the south-eastern 
part of Yunnan, and especial ly the Ailao r ange flanking its 
southern bank . Although several ar ticles and even books ar e 

available in Mandarin. so far nothing has been published on Hani 
music that is access ible 10 non-Sinologists. Although very scanty, 
this report is the fir st attempt to int roduce the musical tradit ion of 

this ethnic group to a larger audience. 

Songs 

Hani musical cultu re is r ich, as is the oral tradition it self. 
Although there is no polyphonic singing, the vocal r eperto ire 

includes solos, ant iphonal singing and choruses, the most popuiar 
sing ing forms be ing unison and responsive. The singing 
repertoi re is commonly divided into six types of songs: ch ildren's 
songs (an ill i- tsarsa or zagu (satan), lullabies (ani-musha, 3Jli-thu) , 

dance songs (soke-so··ae, lorso) , love songs (arsj ~ arshi), festive 
songs (xaba) and reeiter's songs (Pema-rhu). 

Only a few minorities in Yunnan can match the Hani in 
terms of the vividness and variety of children's songs. In one 
village of the Xishuangbanna Prefecture, more than 70 samples 
were collected fr om a couple of adu lt singers and 4 or 5 pupilsl . 
Hani chi ldren' s songs are usually melod ious and vivid. Melodies 

1 Yang Fang, 1993. 
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are short in length. wide in range and al l possess rhythms which 

are interesting and precise. Lullaby songs may also fall in this 
category. Children's songs can be pe rformed anywhere, but they 
are generally sung after dusk when children gather together to 
play in an outdoor area of the village for the first hours of the 

night, and are often accompanied by dances. They may be sung 
either as a solo or in unison by groups of individuals. Call and 
response by a leadi_ng voice and an ensemble of voices are often 

encountered, the answer being in most cases a mere repeti tion of 

the call. The leade r sets the general tone of the song (which may 
vary greatly) as well as the tempo, rhythmic changes and general 

nuances which occur in such performances. 

T ides are often determined by the initial words of the songs, 
and the lyrics extensively reflect daily life and play. AJthough 

they are not the general rule, rhymes are somet imes encountered. 

More f requently, S(:ntences are elaborated on the model of the 
"genealogical patronymic linkage system", a very meaningful 
structure in Hani society which consists of giving as the first 

syJl able(s) of the son' s name the last syllable(s) of his father's 
name2 . In children songs, sentences are often linked on the same 

word linkage basis, as in the following verse: 

halo thisi so-if mOkll-Qill. 

moku-lUa iwna thoeba, 

Illma-thaeba ho·de uhum 
ba-de tShllSll khullbi la-lsoe 

khlluza laJsae khuwna la-u 
khfll(ma la-u {ShOUlO lcuu'i 

tshomo lotiO ,:a~u lathll 

zaz"- laJllIl rshaelo birha 

tshaeJo thosa ma-u dzakha 

2 See P. Bouchery, 1995: 28-36. 
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The round moon highl ights (the vi llage of) "Moku-aga", 

"Moku-aga" with large, flat stones, 
The large flat stones, a bamboo bell rings, 
The ringing of the bell awakens the dogs in their kennels, 

The little dogs are awake, thei r mother barks, 
The barking of the bitch awakens the old man, 
The old man is awake, he awakes the child, 
and he asks him 10 go to husk the rice with a pestle, 
The carefully husked rice will provide the ri ce meal. 

or in a looser form: 

r;aeji "lilf' dza 
"filii." M!iKI. dzoe 
.mI2.c1. doe ,IJj dzae 
xae .ill xae loo [ga 
Ji/«J.-laopa tshi. 

Dance songs (sokii-so-ae), as the name implies, are sung by 
men and women while dancing. They, like children'S songs, 

display a wide range of short, melodious and vivid melodies. Like 
children's songs. they may be sung either as a solo or in unison by 
groups of individuals. Alternative singing is common, either on a 
basis of cal l and response by a leading voice and a choir. or on a 

two~graup basis, the answer sometimes being a repetition of the 
call. Dance songs also include a category of lamentation chants 

(IDlSO) sung for funerals accompanied by inst rumental ensemble 

music and collective dancing around the coffin. 

Love songs (aui or atshi) are exclusively sung by young 
people, ind iv idually or collectively, but always outside and usua1ly 

at the outskirts of the vi ll age (fields, paths, mountains). The 

reperto ire is div ided into three types according to the loudness of 
the voice: tshfma (h igh) , lope: (middle) and lsl!iia (low). Texts of 

tshrma love songs are usually introduced and ended by loud 
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interjections, but this is not the case witb Ishiza which, as 
lullabies, are calm and almost whispered. Because love songs are 
essentially tex tual songs in which the singer improvises by 
addressing his or her beloved, it is not su rpris ing thalthe range of 
tunes displayed is narrow compared with the children' s 

repertoire, melodies being closer to other textual songs such as 
praising songs (see belOW). 

Misa-we (mi: woman; sa: sad; we: to cry, sometimes ca1led 
oxoma) is a type of lamentation chant sung so lo by women in 
memory of departed relatives, friends or lovers, and relating to 
the life of the deceased. The song, taking place in the house where 
the dead body is laid before being taken to the cemetery, al so 
makes up an essential part of funeral ceremon ies. At regular 
intervals sentences are interrupted by collective lamentat ions 
(cry ing may be simulated or nm) . 

A very important type of song (xaba:) is represented by what 
can be tentatively cal led "laudative songs" (XCI: to sing loudly; 00: 
to praise, to offer with respect). One might as well call them 
"festive songs" or "customs songs" as they are mainly heard on 
festive occasions and their contents mainly relate to tradition and 
customs. X aba songs are exclusively sung by ma1e adults, 
especially senior singers when they gather for fest ive banquets. 
Therefore they make up an essential part of some festive 
gatherings such as the New Year (Gatho·cho), the festival for the 
God of the Soi l (Xama-Ihu) in February-Mar<ch and the "swing" 
festival (Kudza·dza) of July, as well as the main ceremonies of the 
life cycle (births, marriage, funerals, rituals I!nd ing the bui lding 
of a house) . 

Xaba are basically textual songs. Melodil!s are very limited 
in range, most of them fo llowing a general pauern of tune heard 
everywhere in the Ailao mountains with only slight variations, 
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and are not subject to much improvisation3. In contrast, the words 
of the song are more or less free according to the song type and 
the circumstances of the per [ormance, with the exception of fix.ed 
formulae faithfully handed down by tr adition. This usually does 
not mean that the singer invents all the words, but rather draws 
from a corpus of phrases, of forrnuiae, which he modifies to his 
(aste and whose order he ITIay sometimes change at will. Should 
the number of syllables in a text be less than the number of notes 
in a given melodic segment, the singer adds exclamations, 
interjections or "empty words" of a more or less fixed form, or 
simply hums the tune. 

The lyrics are performed in a narrative form. and thus the 
song is generally irregular in length. Tex ts can be very long. and 
performers can be seen singing night and day for several days. 
Their constr uction, however, follows a set of fixed rules which 
make xaba songs resemble chanted poems. Songs are first divided 
into broad categories according to the ceremony of which they 
are a part. Because the texts are very long. each song is further 
divided into a series of verses sung in solo or duet by one or two 
lead singers. A complete song usually consists of one or several 
dozen such verses. Each of them, called by the leading voice, is 
answered by a choir in the form of an interjection expressing 
content (So, Sa, Y i. Sa-yi). Ord inarily. every verse is also 
included into a set of polite formulae of a more or less fixed 
fo rm, used to pay respect to the members of the assembly as well 
as to introduce and conclude the senlences of the verse proper. 
Their contents vary according to the general context of the 
celebration, so there are general frameworks of introductions and 
conclusions for marriage songs, others for funerals, etc. Very 
of [en the singer aiso Slarts his soio iead the same way the choir is 

3 On special occasions, however • .such as honouring a guest, the lyric may be 
totally improvised. It is a favourite among the better singers because it provides 
them with opponunilies 10 display their voices and skills in improvisation. 
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answers each verse, i.e. using the same interjection. The fo llowing 
extract gives an example of such general structures: 

Lead so lo si nger 

Introductory interjection: 
Sayi! 

Introductory polite formulae 
The elder brOlher loves his younger brother , 
Water of the brook (also) loves fishes of the river . 
Your talen t for singing xaba songs is not small. 
Your talent for singing xaba songs is great. 
Strophe (proper) 

We cannOl see the nine past generations ~UljfO (empty word). 
But lhei r words last forever ~yo (empty word). 

We cannot hear the voices of the last len gene rations -wilo 
(empty word), 

But their facts and events last forever ·yo (empty word), 
Conclusive polite formulae 
The elder brother is above his younger brother, 
Elders have a long life. 

Cho ir 
Sa! Sa ! (Choir interjective answer) 

Every verse comprises a min imum of two sentences, not 
including the introductory and conclusive formulae. Sentences of 
one verse are frequently ended by empty words used 10 express 
the feelings of the narrator as well as to produce rhyme effects. 
most commollly of the AA·BB type. Each verse may be composed 
of sentences which all consist of either an even or odd number of 
syllables (not including those of the empty wo rds) , or may 
comprise an ensemble of mixed sentences. Sentences of even 
verses often comprise the same even number of syllables (eight in 
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many cases), while sentences of odd verses, although always 
comprising an odd nwnber of syllables, may be of different 
lengths (for instance, 5, 7, 9). 

The total number of xaba songs is still unknown, although 
the number already listed by Chinese scholars is very great. A 
typology partially based on Hani classifications has bef>11 
tentatively elaborated by Yunnancse researchers (Li Yuansong 
cd., 1989). The contents of the Hani praising songs really embody 
every aspect of their social life: building techniques. agr icultural 
methods, social customs such as births, marriage and funerals, 
genealogy, history, calendar, cosmogony, as well as various epic 
nar rations, with the exception of love themes. One of the longest 
texts is Aosi·Mise, which relates the creation of the Universe and 
mankind. Another, Aphij-tsopopo, recalls the ancestral migrations 
of the Hani from a mythical place of origin located in a mountain 
cave. Many historical events, sagas and experiences are passed 
down this way from generation to generation by singing. By 
listen ing to the men's choir. children and women assembled in the 
village for fes tivals also take this opportunity to learn a great deal 
from the oral tradition otherwise largely appropriated by men in 
Hani society. X aba songs therefore make up not only an important 
part of Hani culture. but are an essential way of transmitting 
knowledge, ideas, ethics and concepts. Thus they have an 
educational function as well as a socio logical function of 
enhancing the stabili ty and harmony of social life, helping to 
maintain both village cohesion and social hierarchy. 

The last set of songs consists of ceremonial and worship 
music sung by Reciters (Pema), being called for that reason 
Pema-Ihu, "Reciter' s prayers", although in some cases t.he priest 
casts spells but can hardly be said to be singing. The Reciter, who 
keeps the chanting of long melodies among his specialities, resort s 
to these kinds of songs as part of the ritual for guid ing departed 
souls to the land of ancestors, to call back lost souls (sula·ku), to 
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drive off evi l sp irits (nae- lIl , naexa-/u), to pray for ancestors or 
any revered spirit whose protection is needed, etc. Such songs not 
only constitute an es..<;ent iaJ part of religious ceremonies, but are 

also thought to contr ibute in themselves, as formulae , to the 
efficacy sought through the ritual . A strict adherence to the text 
transmitted fr om generation to generation is therefore requested, 
and this sole aspect sharply differenciates Reciter's songs from 
other textual songs such as xaba and IOISO types. This may also 

account for the use in many Reciter 's prayers of an archaic 
language (Pema'M, simply cal led "language of Reciters") , usually 
incomprehensible to lay people. Ordinarily, no musical 

instrument accompanies the Pemds recitations except sometimes 
the beat ing of a gong, or perhaps the ceremonial beat ing of 
bamboo sections on the ground and ensemble instrumental music 
for funerals. 

Mus ical instruments 

So far , about 25 distinct instr uments have been identified 
among the Hani of Olina, among which wind instruments 
predominate. Many of them, especially string instruments, have 

their counterpart in the Han musical patrimony from which they 
appear to be borrowed. A limited number of them however. such 
as musical leaves, vegetal horns and wooden "ankle bells", shared 

wi th several other neighbouring minorities (especially Yi and 
Lahu), appear to be genuinely part of a common tribal heritage of 

cen tral and southern Yunnan. The existence of clarinets, recorder 
and bossed gongs displays further lies with other South-East Asian 
cultures. More su rprisi ng is the general absence of free-reed 
instr uments such as mouth-organs which are in use among all 
other neigbouring minoriti es of thi s area and, as confirmed by 
artifacts and written documents . appeared in Yunnan as early as 

2000 years ago. The following account gives a li st of the 
instruments most commonly found in the Ai lao mountains. 
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Wind instruments 

a) Reed Instruments 

Single reed: The simplest of all single reed instruments 
possessed by the Hani merely consists of the reed itself, in the 
form of a tree 1eaf set hor izontaJly between the lips and held tight 
with the fingers, the thin edge of the leaf free ly vibrating when 
breath is blo"n Onto it. [t is a favourite among Hani boys who 
play them solo at night. Several species of hard glossy leaf tr ees 

typical of the forest cover of this area are suitable, especially 
many of the Lauraceae and Rutaceae families, and more 
specifically among the latter species of the cilrus subfam ily, the 
most common ones being known only by their Hani and 

Yunnanese names -sini (Chinese: mlljia) and sipi (ClI: h01l811Shll , 
"red-riee- tree"). Solo per formances of leaf reed are used by the 

Hani, especially young men. to call each other over mountains 
while they work, or to introduce thei r cour ting songs. Melodies. 
due to the difficulty of playing the instrument, are usually short in 
length. 

Clarinets are scarce in the Chinese and Indochinese world 
but the Hani do possess a few variet ies. One heteroglottal typ~ 
found in Jia'1gcheng area under LlJ.e name Lilu (er MOll/-ala) is 
made of a bamboo section measu ring approximately 50cm. cut so 
that it contains a node closed 10 the mouthpiece. A little be low the 
mouthpiece a hole is pierced and covered by a thin bamboo reed 
attached to the outer body. The lower end is inserted into a 
vegetal cornet consisting of the upper half of the fruit of the 

Ca1abash Gourd (Lagenaria siceraria) . The instrument is mainly 
played by men. A closed id iogloual type popular in the Mojiang 
area is called lshilll-lewD by members of the Xidi subgroup. It has 
a body made of a str aight bamboo tube measur ing about 50 cm. in 
which three holes are pierc:ed (one in the upper end and two in the 
lower end). A reed is set up in the upper end by taking off a 

rectangu lar section of the body while the lower extremity of the 
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tube is inserted in a hollowed gourd (Lagenaria siceraria). 
Ordinarily the instrument is played outside by men and sometimes 
used for courting. While playing, the musician may be helped by 
an assistant holding me lower pan of the instrument in hi s hands. 
Omer kinds of four-hole bamboo clarinets, which are also 
traditionally played for courting, bear various names (wobi, 
wobon pili, pishi, aJam iyo. motu-m ulshi, etc.) and are mainly 
distinguished by me lengm of the body. They also only consist of 
a single tubular body (no calabash is attached to it). 

One type of clarinet (meshao. or matsi) made either of brass 
or bamboo, resembles the Chinese bawu, having a metal reed. It 
measures approximatively 40 cm in length and 3 cm in diameter. 
aose to the embouchure is a copper reed attached to the body of 
the instrument. This type bears eight holes (including one back 
hole), the scale playing F, G, Bbl , Cl, DI, Ebl, FI , GI, Ab!. 
While playing the musician (usuaJly a girl or a woman) holds the 
intrument at an angle to me right. A legend relates how a young 
girl , hav ing become mute by the action of some evil spirit, once 
had the idea to make up an musical instrument that could function 
as a substitute fo r her lost voice, using for that purpose a bamboo 
nute to which she added a wooden reed whose shape imitated a 
human tongue. Another type called dilif, resembling the Chinese 
caobawu, has six holes and is a favourite instrument along the 
Sino-Vietnamese border, especially among members of the Duoni 
subgroup in Jinping area. 

Multiple r eeds 

The O1inese conical oboe (sllofla) of Arabo-Persian origin is 
also widespread among the Hani under various names (sanjie, 

tsifdzu , dagwe. moxa, etc). Conical oboes are found in a great 
number of shapes, but all seem to stem from the same Chinese 
model. The instrument has a double reed made of a piece of 
flattened reed-plant. Eight holes define a scale which has nothing 
to do with the pentatonic scale but is characterized by a sp lit of 
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the minor third into two intervals of 3/4 tones. As elsewhere in 
China, th is type of oboe is closely associated with life cycle 
rituals, such as mar riage and funerals, or agricultural festivals. It 
is also very commonly used by pairs. Traditional ly among }-rani of 
the Yiche subgroup, for instance, twO oboes are played by young 
men in the fields to accompany female workers while 
transplanting r ice. The conical oboe is also an essent ial part of lhe 
set of inst ruments which. together with horns, gongs and cymbals, 
makes up the traditional orchestra required for mar riage and 

funerals. 

A very popular wind instrument in the Ailao mountains and 
other areas in the midd le of Yunnan Province is a kind of 
miniatu re six-hole oboe measur ing eight to ten centimeters long 
and less than a centimeter in diameter, similar in some aspects to 
the Chinese small ~weep ing oboe (xiaomendi). It has a double reed 
and can produce shrill and loud sounds, being suited to outdoor 
playing where it is used both by men and women. 

Multiple reed instruments also include a somewhat primitive 
type of idioglottal oboe called the wupo (or WUdu,wll-on), whose 
vibrat ing reeds are created simply by cutting mult iple sl its along 
the upper end of the body. The latter is a paddy or wheat stalk 
measu ring about 20 cm in length, cut just under a node so that lhe 
upper end is closed. Two to four slits are then made in the body a 
li ttle lower than the node, functioning as reeds by which the sound 
is produced when the player puts the upper end into his mouth 
and blows into the slits. Whi le playing, the hands of the musician 
circle the lower end of the body in order to make the sound 
resonate. It is a favou rite among chi ld ren who make it by 
themselves and play it in great numbers at transpi.anting and 
harvesting times, either in solo or group pe rformances. 
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b) Flutes 

Flutes, mainly bamboo of mono-tubular type, are used in 
great numbers among the Hani. The great majority of them are 
vertically held flutes (dzapi) although transverse flutes, very 
common everywhere in China, are also used. More not iceable is 
the ex istence of a bamboo recorder (rixe) among the Hani of 
Jiangcheng. as this instrument is practically non-existent 
elsewhere in China. The body, measuring 30 cm with four holes, 
has a mouthpiece made of a block of wax held by two bamboo 
sticks. Its role is to deviate the ai r flow and to cast it against the 
thin edge of a bamboo slice inse rted just below a rectangular hole 
that is pierced a little lower on the body of the intrument. A 
second remarkable type is the vertical nose flute of the Yiche 
subgroup, played by practising circular breathing. All flutes are 
male instruments made to be played outside and, like oboes, are 
frequently used by young men in courtship. 

c) Horns and Trumpets 

Horns made of buffalo horns or bamboo are traditional 
instruments used by the Hani fo r cal ling, announcing guests 
coming from distant villages, coordinating collective works in the 
fields or, iormerly, as war signal s. The use of tree leaves as 
vegetal horns, or trumpets, is certainly the greatest originality of 
Hani musical instrumentation. The instrument, called gobe, gubi 
or maecshu.-(a)pa, is usually made from the leaf of the sp iked 
ginger lily (Hedychium spicarum, Hani: mae-(a)pa) , or the 
Japanese banana tree (Musa basjoo Sieb. et Zucc) cultivated near 
pondfields not for its fru its but for medicinal purposes. The leaf 
is rolled by hand into a conical shape, the musician blowing into 
the narrow end, producing a rather low-pitched sound. The sound 
being simply produced by the vibrations of the lips and made to 
resound by means of the hands clasping the lower end, the 
instrument offe rs great potential for modulation, gli ssandos and 
vibratos, with a typical tone of horn. A legend wide-spread in the 
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Ailao mountains relates how a woman first got the idea of 
inventing such an instrument after her husband had been killed at 
war . Having kept on cry ing for seven days and nights she lost her 
voice, so she had this idea of making an instrument out of a leaf 
that could be used as a substitute to express her lamentations. The 
villagers, hearing that very special sound evoking a human cry, 
were deeply moved and soon started imitat ing the girl by making 
their own instruments. The gobe is exclusively used by girls and 
women in their play and to accompany some religious ceremonies 
and r itual dancing. As for the leaf used by boys, the range of 
melodies is limi ted although the tunes are usually longer. 

Str ing Instruments 

a) Plucked string instruments 

The Hmi three-string lute resembles the Chinese sanxjall and 
bears the same name (sa(n)xye(n). It has a shallow cylindrical 
body made of hard wood, both sides of which are covered with 
snake skin or, in one type (rhinge-dzifli) in use among the Piyo 
subgroup of Mojiang, made from scales surrounding young 
bamboo stems which are dried and assembled together. The 
instrument also has a long flat neck, ending with an curved scroU, 
often carved, into which are inserted four lateral tuning pegs. On 
the neck no frets are made, so the pitch of tones may be freely 
decided. The th ree strings, tuned so as to produce successively a 
fourth and a fifth, or a f ifth and a fourth (most commonly Al
DI-A2, D I -A2-D2, or Cl·Fl-C2), are played with nails or with a 
plectrum (laomyane) made of the stone of some chestnu t tr ee 
(laomya-(a)dzo). Strings are usually plucked, nOl bowed, except 
for one ve ry small type of lute played by Akhas in 
Xishuangbanna, made of a single piece of wood measuring to-15 
cm in length which can be either plucked or bowed, the str ings of 
the bow passing under the strings of the instrument. Among the 
Bani, bows are most often made of horse tai l (maokao) or of 
vegetal fibers obtained by using the sword-shaped leaves of the 
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Sisal Agave (Agave sisaJana. Perrine. Agavaceae; Hani: lace) that 
have been kept macerating in water for two weeks. The three 
str ing-lute accompanies a lead voice or alternatively is played 
with a vocal solo. When played the musician is sitted. the 
intrumenl being set up in upright position on one knee. held in the 
left hand whi le strings are plucked alternatively by the nail of the 

index. finger of the ri ght hand. 

A very unusual type of string instrument played by the Hani 
is the hale", in use among the Duoni subgoup of Jinping distri ct. It 
is made simply by stretching three or four str ings between the 
fingers of one hand. which are then plucked by nails or 
plectrums. Lacking a perrnanem body and neck. the hadii is tuned 
approximately as other Olinese string instruments using a 
succession of fourths and fifths (for instance Cl , FI, C2), and is 
usuaUy played by men while accompanying vocal solos. 

The Hani four -Si ring lute (xllOrhuu) is similar to the Chinese 
"moon shaped" lute (yueqin), hav ing the same wooden shallow 
circular shaped body with the flat sides both covered with wood, 
and a short neck bearing a curved and frequently carved sc roU. 
The table board, often decorated with paintings, and the back, are 
also made of wood. different species being sui table and used 
accordj ng to the resources local ly available. The strings, made of 
the vegetal fiber ex.tr acted from the Sisal Agave (Agave sisalana) 
are frequently tuned in 0 2, 02, A3, A3. They are stretched over 
the neck by four thin lateral tuning pegs and. at the bottom of the 
intrument, on the bridge. On the neck are made nine frets, of 
which three are located on the finger board and six. on the table 
board, thus defining the fixed scale of the instrument. The fou r
stri ng lute, like the other str ing instr uments of the Hani, is a male 
instrument. While playing, the body lays on the player's th ighs, 
the neck being held in a slanti ng upright posit ion. Plucking is 
done by the right hand, using nai ls or a plectrum (xllOthuu-1CJbO, 

nyuka-labO) made out of cattle horn. As for the Cbinese Yl4eqin 
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only the two highest-pitched str ings ordinarily play the melody 
while the twO lower strings serve to mark tempo counterpoints. 
Two strings are also fr equently played together so as to make 
intervals of 2nd, 3rd or 4th. The four -str ing lute can be played in 
solo performances or used to accompany singing and dancing. In 
me taller case the hollowed body of the instrument is often 
sl l'lpped, conveying the fest ive atmosphere of songs and dances. 

A third major type of plucked st ring intruments used by the 
Hani is a three or four-string long-neck lute, measuring 
approximately 70 cm in length, and differing from other lutes 
mainly in the shape of the body. The instrument is a favourite in 
the western part of the Ailao range, especially among the Piyo 
subgoup of Mojiang. Its body is made of a half-rounded piece of 
hollowed trunk of a wild species of mulberry tree (Morus sp.), 
while the table board is made of a thi n board of the Chinese 
Aralia (A ralia chinensis) that is stude to the body. A legend 
among the Hani of that area tell s how a you ng hero first made the 
instrument for his beloved by imitating the shape of a cow's leg. 
As a matter of fact the shape of the body of the inst rument 
evocates a cow-leg while the shape of the scroll evocates a cow's 
hoof. The instrument is used in par ticular to accompany songs and 
dances at harvest times. 

b) Siring Instruments 

The Hani fiddle (rshiwu) is of the same type as the Chinese 
er·Jw, and seems to have been recen tly introduced among the Hani 
by Han people, especially after 1950. Like its C11inese counterpar t 
it has an hexagonal or octagonal barrel-shaped body made of hard 
wood whose height is larger than it s diameter. The table board is 
covered by lizard or snake skin while a long neck, often of 
bamboo, passes through the body. Its slightly curved head bears 
two arr ow-shaped tuning pegs whose bodies bear slanting entails 
so as to facili tate the tuning. Two strings, tuned in the fourth 
(most often A2-D2), run from the lower extremity of the neck 
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located under the body, pass over a br idge and join the tuning 
pegs. Due to the length of the lateral tuning pegs, the strings tend 
to deviate fr om the axis of the neck, so a ring located 
approximat ively in its middle part helps to maintain lhe str ings 
parallel to the neck. The instrument is played wi lh a bow whose 
strings made of horse tail (maokoo), pass under the str ings, as in 
Otinese fiddle. The musician plays while seated, his instrument 
being set up on his knees. The two strings are simultaneously 
bowed whi le the fingers of the left hand simply touch lhem on the 
neck, without exer ting any significant pressure as frets are lacking 
on the instrument. Despite the small size of the body the sound is 
rather low-pitched. The play of the left hand is marked by 
frequent effects of vibratos and gl issandos which are also a 
characteri stic of the Olinese er· hu. 

Percussion instrumelJts 

Percussion instruments include several types of wooden 
"ankle bells" associated with danc ing music, especially musical 
wooden or bamboo pestles used as dancing bells attached around 
the ankle. or wooden anc1e bracelet which are tight around the 
legs, all of them being used in collecti ve playing and group 
dancing. Larger bamboo sections held in an upr ight posi tion and 
struck against the ground by an ensemble of girls are part of the 
funeral dancing. Instrumental ensemble music often uses Chinese 
cymbals of small and med ium size, either of the Oat type 

equivalent to the Olinese bo, or with a round protruding central 
part (equivalent to the nao), held with strings attached to the 
center of the metal disc. Other small percussion instruments used 
in ensemble music include miniature slit drums hollowed out 
fr om sections of tree trunks, cylindrical or octogonal in shape, 
which are beaten with mallets. 
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The Hani also possess several kinds of Jew's har ps although 
they do not appear 10 be common. The instruments. which are 
mainl y idioglottal and made from bamboo, may have several 
vibrating lamellas resonating in the mouth, as among the 
neighbouring Vi. They are mainly used in solo performances. 

Hani drums (xutfu) are of two main types: the first one is a 
one-membrane cylindrical type, made of a hollowed hard-wood 
tubular cylinder . One face is covered with cattle hide as 
drumhead, the skin being stuck to the wood on the edges and tied 
up with a ci rcling of grass or bamboo. Tension and tuning are 
ensured by hammering this vegetal ci rcl ing which, by moving 
closer to the center of the body, stretches the skin. The other type 
is a two·membrane bar rel like drum made of the same materials • 
the two membranes being attached and stretched together over the 
body by means of call le bowels or skin. Hani drums, which 
produce sounds in the mid-lower register. are essentially beaten 
by the hands, or in a few cases, with one or two wooden mallets. 
In the latter case the musician holds the instrument in the left hand 
while beating or holding one mallet in the right hand. Ordinari ly, 
dances are not accompanied by any melodious instrumental music, 
but only by the striking of gongs and drums which keep the 
dancing in pace; therefore drumming in itself is also often 
associated with dancing and singing. Gongs (bOI6) used among 
the Hani all have a protrudi ng cen tral part, this type being typical 
of South Chinese ethnic groups and more specifically members of 
the Tibeto·Burman linguistic famil y. Gongs exist in diffei :::It 
dimensions but are general ly of smal l and medium size, not 
exceeding 40 cm in diameter. While being played, the instrument 
is held by hand or suspended by a bridle held in the left hand and 
beaten in its center with a mallet. Gongs suspended horizontal ly 
on wooden franles, probably borrowed from Han people, are 
sometimes encountered in ensemble music, although not 
commonly. 
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Ritual uses of percussion instruments 

In the cul ture of Lhe Hani, as of many people in Yunnan and 
more generally the Eastern Himalayan region, Lhe drum and the 
gong are much more than mere musical instruments. As a matter 
of fact gongs and drums kept collectively in one village cannot be 
struck or even touched in normal times, but only used by 
religious officials or thei r assistants in ceremonial rituals. For the 
Hani consider them as sacred wares having the power to transmit 
information and prayers to the gods. Gongs are kept in pairs in 
the village priest's house (Migu) as an essential element of the 
paraphernalia used for co llecti ve rituals. On such occasions the 
two instruments pl 2lY a key role in relaying communication 
between humans and! spirits during collective r ituals. At burial 

time, for instance, gongs and drums are struck profoundly in 
order to send the dead's sou l to the place where its ancestors 
lived. Collective prayers addressed to the sky god or gods of the 
soil are also often ini tiated by a formal str iking of the gong. to 
call the gods as wdl as for conveying human messages and 
prayers. Drums and gongs also have a protective function 
resulting fr om their abi lity to expel evi l forces. The founding of a 
new village, taking the corpse from the house 10 the burial 
ground. puri fying the village on me seventh lunar month, are all 
ritual activities fo r which the beating of percussion instruments is 
requested in order to drive off spir its. That expulsive power 
attributed to gongs and drums is fUrlhermore reflected in the Hani 
mythology under the traits of the legendary hero Alo, represented 
as using hi s belly as a drum to kill malevolent demonsA. 

4 A similar association is found in the mythotogy of the Jinuo, another Tibeto
Burman speak ing people of Yunnan, through the StOry of a hero who, after 
having defeated and killed a devil, used its skin for his drumhead and its big 
bones for his drumsticks. 
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A thi rd prominent featu re of relig ious beliefs attached to 
percussion instruments is thei r close assoc iation with chtonian 
cu lts and the general idea of fertility. The Hani , with some other 
minority groups as the Lahu and the Wa, differentiate their ritual 
percussion instruments into male and female ones. Among the 
Halli, it is the gong, more frequenLly than the drum, which is 
differentiated into epa (male) and ema (female) types. The female 
type often bears two small protuberances thought to represent 
human breasts, while the male one has only one in the cen ter that 
is assimi lated lO the male gen ital organs. When beaten , male gongs 
also produce a lower sound than female ones, on the model of the 
human voice. In some places, as among members of the Xalo 
subgroup. the sexual differentiati on is made between the gong and 
the drum. the fo rmer being considered as male and the latter as 
female. The gong it se lf (or in some places the drum) is furLllcr 
venerated as a divin ity, being thought of as a lUCky charm having 

the power to ensure the multip lication of humans and cattle. lots 
of food when hun ting, bumper harvests. 

The association of percus.<;ion inst ruments with the idea of 
fertility is most clearly apparent in the set of ri tuals of the New 
Year festival that takes place around the winter solstice in some 
places or shortly before sowing time in others, and lasts three 
days. On the first day the gong and the drum cannot be struck, but 
from the second day on they are collectively played by the "pure 

men" (tso-sao) of the village community while accompanying a 
series of ritual dances. The str iking of the gong is fir st initiated 
by the vi llage priest (Migu) who presides over a banquel rally ing 
all household heads. The Migu fir st drops wine into Ihe two male 
and female gongs (or the gong and the drum), beginning with the 
female one. In some places. when addressing prayers to the sky 
god, the v illage priest al so puts inside the gong (or drum) various 

species of grains and green grass taken as symbols for the 
prosperity of human beings and cattie. hoping that the drum, 
being satisfied, will bestow whatever man prays for. He then 
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strikes the female gong three times. meaning that the ceremony is 
over and the dancing can start. Suddenly a dozen or so young men 
sound gongs and strike drums. while dancing. Gongs and drums 
provide repetit ious. duple and strongly accented rhythmic patterns 
that continue for long periods unchanged in form and style. The 
dancing action mainly consists of imitations of ritual gestures 
(sacrifying. kneeling down. standing reversely), but also gestures 
associated with hunting and agriculture (searching for animal 
footprints. walking forwards and backwards as if clearing a field. 
and so on) which respectively identify male and female activities. 

This calls for an explanation. Drums are clearly associated in 
several myths with hunting (i.e. male activity). and more 
specifically collective hunting. One of them relates how, in 

ancient times. a group of hunters got a large quantity of game 
attracting the animals by the beating of drums. But in the specific 
context of the New Year festival, the association of gong and 
drum is further embedded with the idea of fertility through the 
combination of male and female principles. Members of the Xalo 
subgroup of Yuanyang. for instance. explici tly say that the 
playing of gong and drum symbolizes "the union of the couple". 
and indeed in many places the collective dancing first star ts with a 
ritual "parade dancing" of the male and female gongs held by the 
village priest and his assistant. during which the two instruments 
are ceremoniously presented to each other . liunan fertility is 
itself linked with the fertility of the soil. and so drumming and 
sounding the gong and dancing naturally become ways of ensuring 
good crops for the new agricultural cycle to begin. Members of 
the Lopi subgroup of lianshui area say for instance that when 
beaten the sound of the drum "touches" the earth. while members 
of the Yiche subgroup estimate that he who dances best will also 
get the best harvest. Lastly, when collective dancing takes place. 
the gong· gong intercourse becomes a man·drum intercourse as 
young men occasionally stand facing a drum simulating mating 
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actions. The dance then becomes a symbolic way of having 
intercourse with the EarthS. 

Villagers then rely on their gongs and drums for ensur ing 
the general welfare of their domain for the beginning year. 
making the two instruments the most sacred vessels of their 
community without which no prosperity is obtainable. As the 
saying goes: 

"Happiness in the village depends on the drums and gongs 

as happiness in the household depends on the parents" 

(Pusa-sa-e ludu bOlD tshi dzQO, X osa-sa 20 darna nj xa). 
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CHARAKO BaLl 

A brief 1I0le 0 11 Ih e language of the birds in Nepal 

Corneille Jest 

In the middle hiUs of Nepal, the common word for me song of the bird is 
boli. chiribhi is an onomatopoeic word used for the twittering of small 

birds (chiribiri garnu: to sing) like sparrows or swallows; for larger birds 
one would say kariiunc. In Nepal birdsongs are often associated with 

hwnan feelings. They may also be interpreted by the fanner as a signal or 
a warning. and may be imitated by the hun ter for capturing fowl [ef CD. 
15). Birdsongs are often thought as narrating a story. Such is the case of 
the sad duet between the nyallli and kllfJlllrke birds [ef CD 16]1 : 

nyauli chari 
byauli 
km)wrke chara 
byaula 
sabal cI/Ori 
mi/ijuli 
aphnei g)/Orma jau/a ... 

The female bird nyauli 
(isJ the bride 
the m:lle bird kUlhurk~ 
(isJlhe bridegroom 
all the birds 
having :lSsembled 
let each of us go 10 their house! 

I nyaufi (Nep.): great Him alayan barbel, 'I'ftgafaima virtltS.'· The greal Himalayan 
barbel sings in the month of cail (March-April) when people do not have much food 
10 eal and when the stores a re emply"(GBM).According 10 the dictionary of Nepali, 
nya~1i has different meanings: a type of bird, lovers in popylar .songs. (fokh gil), a 
musICal instrument: bagpipe (when one presses on a bagpipe, 11 emlls the sound 
nyau[) (Nepa/j brihal sabdakos, Knthm.1ndu, Royal Nepal Academy, 2040 
BS/1982:755a), klahurkt (Nep.), blue throated barbet, Megalaima asiarica. A brightly 
coloured green bird with a red forehead and a blue throat 

In Kumon, the Hurkyas. a caste of bards, sing a repertoire called nyauli which recall 
the Sldness of lovers who are separll.led (see F. BemMe : Bards of the HimalayaJ, 
NqJalllllifia, Le chant du monde CNR 274 1080, Compacdislc). 
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